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Abstract Accurate phenological characterization of dryland ecosystems has remained a challenge due
to the complex composition of plant functional types, each having distinct phenological dynamics,
sensitivity to climate, and disturbance. Solar‐Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence (SIF), a proxy for
photosynthesis, offers potential to alleviate such challenge. We here explore this potential using dryland
systems along the North Australian Tropical Transect with SIF derived from Orbiting Carbon
Observatory‐2. SIF identified the seasonal onset and senescence of Gross Primary Production at eddy
covariance sites with improved accuracy over Enhanced Vegetation Index and Near‐Infrared
Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, especially at
inland xeric shrublands. At regional scale, SIF depicted both earlier onset and senescence across
North Australian Tropical Transect. We hypothesized that SIF outperformed Enhanced Vegetation Index
and Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation mainly because, unlike reflectance, it is not
contaminated by background soil, and its total signal is contributed by mixed plant species in
additive way.

Plain Language Summary Australian dryland ecosystems are critical in regulating the global
land carbon sink dynamics. However, it is challenging to accurately characterize their phenology from
spaceborne measurements. On the one hand, tropical savannas and semiarid ecosystems (e.g., grasslands
and shrublands) are typically composed of a complex mixture of species (woody trees and C4 grasses) with
each having distinct morphologies and physiological responses to climate condition; on the other hand,
such ecosystems are highly sensitive to irregular rainfall events and are often subject to disturbances such as
fires and storms. In this study, we utilized the North Australian Tropical Transect rainfall gradient as a
“natural laboratory” to assess the ability of satellite solar‐induced chlorophyll fluorescence to capture the
phenological dynamics of dryland vegetation, in comparison with traditional reflectance‐based vegetation
indices, that is, Enhanced Vegetation Index and Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation. Results
showed that satellite solar‐induced chlorophyll fluorescence outperformed Enhanced Vegetation Index
and Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation for characterizing seasonal onset and senescence
along North Australian Tropical Transect and therefore had potential for improving large‐scale mapping of
phenology dynamics of dryland ecosystems over traditional remote sensing of reflectance‐based
vegetation indices.

1. Introduction

Australian dryland ecosystems play an important role in regulating the trend and interannual variability of
the global land carbon sink (Ahlström et al., 2015; Poulter et al., 2014), mainly due to their strong sensitivity
of ecosystem productivity (or Gross Primary Production [GPP]) to variation in climate and disturbance
(Beringer et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2013). Accurate characterization of the phenology of dry-
land ecosystems, that is, the start and end dates of a growing season and the associated growing season
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length, is critical for assessing the dynamics of carbon exchanges in these ecosystems. In Australia, environ-
mental drivers, including both regular (e.g., rainfall and fire) and irregular (e.g., storms and cyclones) events,
can alter ecosystem composition, structure, and functions (Moore et al., 2016). These features lead to high
spatial heterogeneity of dryland vegetation productivity and a complex response to disturbance regimes
and climate variability.

Satellite remote sensing of Solar‐Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence (SIF) offers potential to unravel these
complex ecosystem dynamics (Frankenberg et al., 2011). SIF is a signal emitted by green plants when solar
photons are absorbed by chlorophylls within photosynthetic machinery, thus providing a mechanistic proxy
for photosynthesis (Porcar‐Castell et al., 2014). Satellite SIF retrievals have been demonstrated to be highly
correlated with GPP at large scale and could be used to reveal GPP dynamics in response to environmental
variations (e.g., Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2017). Specific to dryland systems,
studies have quantified the relationship between satellite SIF and GPP (e.g., Li, Xiao, & He, 2018; Li, Xiao,
He, Altaf Arain, et al., 2018; Sanders et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018; Verma et al., 2017). For example, Verma
et al. (2017) found a robust linear correlation between NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration)'s Orbiting Carbon Observatory‐2 (OCO‐2) SIF and GPP derived from an eddy covariance
(EC) flux tower at a semiarid grassland site in Australia over a season. Sanders et al. (2016) examined the
SIF‐GPP relationship of a number of EC towers in Australia using SIF records from the Global Ozone
Monitoring Experiment‐2 (GOME‐2) onboard MetOp‐A. They also found a linear SIF‐GPP relationship but
reported that managed biomes typically had higher correlations than natural vegetation. W. Smith et al.
(2018) reported that for dryland systems in the southwest United States, GOME‐2 SIF tended to better capture
the seasonal and interannual variations in GPP than the traditional Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI).

Although these studies demonstrated the correlation between SIF and GPP in space and time, the applica-
tion of satellite SIF for elucidating the rapid phenological transitions of dryland vegetation has not yet been
explored. The unique strength of SIF in depicting phenological transitions over conventional vegetation
indices (VIs) has previously been reported for a diverse number of biomes (Joiner et al., 2014), primarily
focusing on evergreen conifers, temperate forests, and crops (Jeong et al., 2017; Joiner et al., 2014; Lu
et al., 2018; Urban et al., 2018; Walther et al., 2016). In contrast, phenology characterization for dryland
ecosystems using SIF has not been conducted. The comparatively low productivity and thus lower SIF signal
of dryland vegetation may suffer from relatively high noise level when using existing satellite SIF products
(Sun et al., 2018). Moreover, the growth and phenology of dryland ecosystems are highly sensitive to irregu-
lar rainfall events (Brown et al., 2010; Eamus et al., 2013; Rogers & Beringer, 2017), in contrast to evergreen
coniferous and temperate forests which are primarily driven by temperature variations. Consequently, an
examination is needed to evaluate whether the weaker and noisier SIF signal in dryland ecosystems can still
accurately detect phenology.

In this study, we defined dryland ecosystems in Australia as a structural continuumwith varyingmixtures of
trees, grasses, and shrubs, including woodland savannas, shrublands, and grasslands, following Ma et al.
(2013). We aim to (1) assess the ability of satellite SIF in capturing phenological dynamics of dryland systems
and (2) determine the utility of SIF to advance phenological characterization in dryland ecosystems com-
pared to the numerous current approaches that used reflectance‐based VIs (e.g., Archibald & Scholes,
2007; Ferreira et al., 2013; Huete et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2013). To achieve this, we utilized the North
Australian Tropical Transect (NATT) as a test bed, which provides a natural laboratory with wide range
of vegetation structure, function, and phenological variability (Hutley et al., 2011; Mott et al., 1985;
Williams et al., 1997). We compared SIF‐based phenological metrics with those derived from EVI, which
have previously been employed to characterize the phenology of Australian drylands (Broich et al., 2015;
Ma et al., 2013). We also compared SIF with the recently developed Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial
Vegetation index (NIRv), that is, the product of total scene NIR reflectance and Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), which was reported to be more closely coupled to GPP than NDVI alone, espe-
cially for sparsely vegetated areas (Badgley et al., 2017). This study did not include NDVI because it has
already been demonstrated to be far more sensitive to soil background than EVI and NIRv (e.g., Badgley
et al., 2017; Huete et al., 2002) and performed poorly in heterogeneous systems (Hmimina et al., 2013).
We conducted our investigation first at EC towers along NATT and then scaled up the findings to the
regional scale.
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2. Data Sets and Methods
2.1. Site Characteristics and Measurements at Selected OzFlux EC Towers Along NATT

We selected six well‐characterized EC tower sites from the OzFlux network (Gorsel et al., 2018) along NATT:
Howard Springs (AU‐How), Litchfield (AU‐Lit), Daly River Uncleared (AU‐Das), Dry River (AU‐Dry),
Stuart Plains (AU‐Stp), and Alice Springs (AU‐ASM; supporting information Figure S1 and Table S1;
Beringer, Hacker, et al., 2011, Beringer, Hutley, et al., 2011; Cleverly et al., 2013; Hutley et al., 2011).
These sites cover a transect from coastal humid savannas to inland arid/semiarid grasslands and shrublands
(Figure S1a), with an increasing coverage of bare soil (Figure S1b).

At each site, we obtained half‐hourly EC GPP between 2014 and 2018 from OzFlux. GPP fluxes were derived
from the Dynamic Integrated Gap‐filling and partitioning for OzFlux based on the level 3 data (Beringer
et al., 2017). We aggregated half‐hourly GPP to a 16‐day composite to match the temporal resolution of
the SIF products from OCO‐2 (details in section 2.2.1). In addition, we used soil moisture (i.e., volumetric
water content, m3/m3) measured at each EC site to examine the degree to which soil moisture impacted
the temporal variation of vegetation activities. Here we used the top 10‐cm soil moisture, because the depths
of measurements vary from site to site and only the top layer (10 cm) is consistently available for all EC sites.

2.2. Description of Satellite Data Sets
2.2.1. OCO‐2 SIF Products

Weutilized both the native OCO‐2 SIF (Sun et al., 2018) and spatially contiguous SIF products (SIFOCO2_005) at
0.05° and 16‐day resolution gap‐filled from OCO‐2 by Yu et al. (2019), available since September 2014. OCO‐2
SIF was retrieved at both 757 and 771 nm using solar Fraunhofer lines. This study used the average of the two
wavelengths, with the 771 nm SIF scaled to 757 nm by a factor of 1.5 to reduce noise, following Sun et al.
(2018). Here we extracted the native OCO‐2 SIF pixels that (1) are within a 0.5° radius centered at each EC
site, (2) are in nadir mode, and (3) have the same land cover type (details in section 2.2.2) as the EC tower.
A relatively wide radius is required here to ensure sufficient number of retrievals for effectively reducing
retrieval noise, although it will inevitably introduce scale mismatch between satellite and ground measure-
ments. SIF values corresponding to each site were computed as the average of all extracted pixels. The instan-
taneous OCO‐2 SIF was converted to daily averages using a daily correction factor (Sun et al., 2018).

This study primarily relied on SIFOCO2_005, a global spatially contiguous daily‐average SIF product, for phe-
nological characterization, because the existing native SIF retrievals have either spatial gaps (thus leading to
lack of overlap with EC towers, e.g., OCO‐2) or low spatial resolution (thus challenging to be applied to
examine the highly dynamic dryland systems that are commonly spatially heterogeneous, e.g., GOME‐2).

SIFOCO2_005 is generated by a machine learning method constrained by physiological understandings and
could accurately preserve the spatiotemporal variability of the original OCO‐2 SIF across the globe (Yu

et al., 2019). SIFOCO2_005 has been validated with independent airborne measurements from Chlorophyll

Fluorescence Imaging Spectrometer. The spatial contiguity of SIFOCO2_005 makes it possible to examine
the phenological synchrony of satellite SIF with in situ GPP, in contrast to the native OCO‐2 SIF that are
only available along orbits, which precludes the use of EC towers that are not directly underpassing
OCO‐2. Indeed, only AU‐Stp (Verma et al., 2017), among the six selected sites along NATT, was in direct
underpass of OCO‐2 orbits. Also, lower data availability of the native OCO‐2 SIF product prevented time ser-

ies fitting for deriving phenological metrics (details in section 2.3). For each EC site, we averaged all SIF

OCO2_005 pixels if (1) they have the same land cover type as the EC tower and (2) they are within a 3 × 3

window centered at the EC tower. In addition,SIFOCO2_005 was also used for spatial mapping of phenological
metrics at the regional scale, which is not possible with the native OCO‐2 SIF retrievals due to substantial
orbital gaps.
2.2.2. MODIS EVI, NIRv, and Land Cover Type
Both EVI and NIRv in this study were computed from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) Terra Vegetation Indices (MOD13C1, V006) at 0.05° and 16‐day resolution. We used the ninth day
of each 16‐day composite period for each time stamp for subsequent phenology calculations. For each EC
site, we averaged all pixels if (1) they have the same land cover type as the EC tower, (2) they are within a
3 × 3 window centered at the EC tower, and (3) they are in high quality according to the Quality
Assurance flag. The land cover type was determined from the MCD12C1 V005 product at 0.05° resolution.
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2.2.3. Soil fractional coverage
In order to assess the impact of background bare soil on phenological characterization, we used soil
fractional coverage product developed by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization. This data set is derived from the MODIS Nadir BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function)‐Adjusted Reflectance with a linear unmixing methodology (Guerschman et al.,
2015). This product is provided monthly at 0.25°. Here we calculated the annual mean fraction of bare soil
from monthly data sets in 2015.

2.3. Phenological Metrics

We employed the Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA; Elsner & Tsonis, 1996) to smooth the time series and to
derive the phenological metrics. SSA essentially uses the Singular Value Decomposition approach to
reconstruct the time series from an originally noisy data set. This approach selects the leading Singular
Value Decomposition components that contain most of the information of the trend and periodicity of the
time series. The SSA approach is particularly suitable here for Australian dryland systems where satellite
measurements are usually noisy (especially SIF) or interspersed with missing values due to cloud or aerosol
contamination (such as EVI and NIRv). Ma et al. (2013) have successfully employed SSA to derive phenolo-
gical metrics using EVI in northern Australia. This study adopted this approach and applied it to EC GPP,

SIFOCO2_005, and MODIS NIRv and EVI. Here we set the window length as 24 consistently for all variables
to capture the periodicity of phenology and reduce most of the random noise. We selected the first three
leading components to reconstruct the time series. Three key phenological metrics were extracted for each
variable: the start of growing season (SOS), defined as the date halfway between the minimum value and
the fastest greening rate; the end of growing season (EOS), the date halfway between the fastest brown‐down
rate and minimum value; and the length of growing season, the difference between EOS and SOS.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Seasonal Variation and Phenological Metrics Extracted from SIF, EVI, NIRv, and GPP at
EC Sites

The six EC sites showed distinct seasonality of GPP along NATT (Figure 1), with declining seasonal ampli-
tude of GPP from the northern mesic savanna to the xeric shrublands, consistent with previous studies

(Beringer et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2013). SIFOCO2_005 exhibited a stronger temporal consistency with EC
GPP than EVI or NIRv did at most EC sites, evidenced by a greater R2 of GPP with SIF than with EVI or

NIRv from 2014 to 2018 (Figure 1). In particular, SIFOCO2_005 substantially outperformed EVI and NIRv
at the xeric shrubland site AU‐ASM, where the former captured more than 50% of the variability in GPP
fluxes while the latter could only explain less than 20% (Figure 1f). However, the correlation between SIF
and GPP appeared to degrade for AU‐Dry (Figure 1d). This site is located near the center of orbital gaps

where very few native OCO‐2 measurements were acquired. Therefore, SIFOCO2_005 at this site might be
more susceptible to uncertainties associated with gap‐filling because of the long distance of the EC tower
from orbits. Interestingly, both MODIS EVI and NIRv were very similar both intra‐annually and interannu-
ally and exhibited similar R2 with EC GPP although NIRv was designed to better characterize GPP dynamics

for sparse vegetation (Badgley et al., 2017) such as dryland systems. We further found that SIFOCO2_005

tended to exhibit stronger consistency (i.e., greater R2) with soil moisture than EC GPP, EVI, or NIRv did
at most EC sites from 2014 to 2018 (Table S2).

We further evaluated the phenological metrics derived from SIFOCO2_005, EVI, and NIRv by comparing their
deviation from GPP‐derived phenology for each EC site (Table 1). Such deviation was evaluated using the
mean absolute error across years. In general, there was considerable year‐to‐year and site‐to‐site variability
of phenology depicted by satellite measurements, agreeing with Ma et al. (2013). At the northernmost mesic
sites (i.e., AU‐How and AU‐Lit), SOS was similar among SIF, EVI, and NIRv, indicating their similar
capability for monitoring the timing of seasonal green‐up. Similar patterns were found for EOS at
AU‐How and AU‐Das. The largest discrepancies of both SOS and EOS were observed at AU‐Stp and
AU‐ASM (Table 1), where EVI and NIRv exhibited a substantial delay relative to GPP. In particular,
at AU‐ASM, EVI‐based metrics were delayed by up to 84 days delay at SOS (40 days delay at EOS) relative
to EC GPP, a magnitude comparable to Ma et al. (2013). In contrast, SIF appeared to have a closer correspon-
dence with GPP at this site, with mean absolute error less than 20 days for SOS and EOS compared to GPP.
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One possible reason is that the large soil coverage would have contaminated the reflectance‐based VIs such
as EVI and NIRv at this site. Indeed, AU‐Asm, among all sites, has the largest soil fraction (Figure S1b).
However, SIF contains zero contribution from nonfluorescing targets, as discussed in detail in section 3.2.
These findings are consistent with the higher R2 between SIF and GPP in Figure 1. An exception occurred
at AU‐Dry where EVI and NIRv outperformed SIF in identifying the SOS and EOS of GPP, again probably

because of potential uncertainties present in SIFOCO2_005 originated from gap‐filling, as explained above.

3.2. Spatial Patterns of Vegetation Phenology Across the NATT at the Regional Scale

To scale up our findings from individual EC sites, we utilized SIFOCO2_005, EVI, and NIRv to derive regional
maps of SOS and EOS across the NATT (Figure 2). We observed a delaying pattern in both SOS and EOS

Figure 1. Time series of 16‐day aggregated values at selected Ozflux eddy covariance towers along North Australian Tropical Transect: (a) AU‐How (Howard
Springs); (b) AU‐Lit (Litchfield); (c) AU‐Das (Daly River Uncleared); (d) AU‐Dry (Dry River); (e) AU‐Stp (Stuart Plains); (f) AU‐ASM (Alice Springs). R2 refers
to the coefficients of determination from linear regressions between eddy covariance GPP and remote sensing variables. The dotted line highlights the month
when TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument SIF retrievals became available. Note there are very few native OCO‐2 SIF retrievals covering AU‐Dry. GPP = Gross
Primary Production; SIF = Solar‐Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence; MODIS = Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer; EVI = Enhanced Vegetation
Index; NIRv = Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation; OCO‐2 = Orbiting Carbon Observatory‐2.
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from the mesic north to the xeric south for all variables (Figure S2), consistent with the latitudinal shift
reported by Ma et al. (2013). As expected, there was a striking consistency between EVI and NIRv in SOS,
EOS, and length of growing season (Figure S2).

Interestingly, we found substantial differences between SIF and EVI (similarly NIRv) in the derived pheno-
logical metrics (Figure 2), which might be a consequence of the susceptibility of EVI and NIRv to high

Table 1
Summary of Differences (in Days) of SOS and EOS Derived From SIFOCO2_005, NIRv, and EVI, Relative to That Derived From GPP

Site Data

SOS EOS

2015–2016 2016–2017 2017–2018 MAE 2014–2015 2015–2016 2016–2017 2017–2018 MAE

AU‐How SIF‐GPP −8 2 −6 5.33 −36 −20 −8 9 18.25
NIRv‐GPP 7 −10 −6 7.67 −20 −10 1 25 14.00
EVI‐GPP 12 −9 −6 9.00 −12 −2 1 31 11.50

AU‐Lit SIF‐GPP −16 −1 −9 8.67 −17 −23 −7 15.67
NIRv‐GPP −9 −2 −5 5.33 0 −7 −5 4.00
EVI‐GPP −9 6 −11 8.67 7 −7 0 4.67

AU‐Das SIF‐GPP −7 0 −3 3.33 −39 0 −6 8 13.25
NIRv‐GPP ‐2 31 4 12.33 −22 17 12 9 15.00
EVI‐GPP −1 33 6 13.33 −14 17 16 9 14.00

AU‐Dry SIF‐GPP −37 −37 −38 37.33 −53 −16 −15 28.00
NIRv‐GPP 0 5 −5 3.33 −22 5 −10 12.33
EVI‐GPP 1 2 2 1.67 −20 4 −5 9.67

AU‐Stp SIF‐GPP −5 −24 −10 13.00 −9 −7 −8 8.00
NIRv‐GPP 22 15 29 22.00 8 10 10 9.33
EVI‐GPP 30 15 28 24.33 26 11 10 15.67

AU‐ASM SIF‐GPP 11 26 18.50 −1 30 15.50
NIRv‐GPP 56 33 44.50 38 34 36.00
EVI‐GPP 84 40 62.00 39 40 39.50

Note. Negative values indicate that the variable of interest has an earlier onset (for SOS) or offset (for EOS) than that of GPP and vice versa. Values in bold high-
light the smallest deviation from GPP‐based phenological metrics among SIFOCO2_005, EVI, and NIRv. The MAE across years summarizes the overall discre-
pancy of SOS and EOS between each variable and GPP. Note that the missing SOS and EOS values for AU‐Dry, AU‐Stp, and AU‐ASM in later years were
primarily caused by incomplete time series that prevented successful Singular Spectrum Analysis fitting. AU‐How = Howard Springs; AU‐Lit = Litchfield;
AU‐Das = Daly River Uncleared; AU‐Dry = Dry River; AU‐Stp = Stuart Plains; AU‐ASM= Alice Springs; SOS = start of growing season; EOS = end of growing
season; SIF = Solar‐Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence; EVI = Enhanced Vegetation Index; NIRv = Near‐Infrared Reflectance of terrestrial Vegetation; GPP =
Gross Primary Production; MAE = mean absolute error.

Figure 2. Spatial patterns of the differences of mean phenological metrics between EVI and SIFOCO2_005 (days) from 2015 to 2017, denoted as (a) ΔSOS, (b) ΔEOS,
and (c)ΔLOS. SIF = Solar‐Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence; EVI = Enhanced Vegetation Index; SOS = start of growing season; EOS = end of growing season; LOS
= length of growing season.
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heterogeneity in the mixture of soil type/texture and vegetation species (among other factors such as fires)
that may confound the spectral signature of optical reflectance. To test this possibility, we computed the

differences of SOS (and EOS) between EVI and SIFOCO2_005, denoted as ΔSOS (ΔEOS), and found that
increasing soil exposure could result in largerΔSOS andΔEOS. Such dependence was statistically significant
for ΔEOS (R2 = 0.82, p < 0.01, Figure 3b), which could explain the increasing delay of EVI EOS relative to
SIF toward the inland xeric shrublands in Figure 2b. This examination is useful to interpret the advantage
of SIF for characterizing phenology of dryland systems. For reflectance, there is differential contribution
of mixed plant species as well as soil to the total observed signal (Smith et al., 1990). However, SIF does
not suffer from these issues, since (a) nonfluorescing targets (such as soil) do not contribute to the observed
SIF signal and (b) different plant species contribute to the total SIF in additive way, which is not the case for
optical reflectance (Frankenberg et al., 2014). The aggregated reflectance‐based VIs from mixed species and
soil do not necessarily linearly translate to aggregated GPP in the same footprint. Another plausible reason is
that the reflectance‐based VIs may only capture morphological development but not physiological responses
of plant canopies. Therefore, any time lag between morphological and physiological changes could lead to a
bias in phenological estimation (Joiner et al., 2014), which is particularly crucial for dryland systems that
typically comprise a complex mixture of species which have distinct morphological traits and physiological
responses to climate conditions. This may contribute to the insignificant relationship betweenΔSOS and soil
fraction in Figure 3a.

3.3. Outlook for Future Work

Future work is needed to further improve the accuracy of tracking phenological transitions with SIF.
Achieving this will require higher spatial and temporal resolution SIF with less noise. Yu et al. (2019)

reported that SIFOCO2_005 tended to underpredict high values and overpredict low values of SIF although
the mean value was well predicted for shrubland. This may have resulted from the lower magnitude of
SIF and thus higher impact of SIF retrieval noise in shrublands. In addition, the relatively coarse temporal
resolution (16 days) could mask rapid changes in both SIF and VIs driven by high rainfall variability and
may also influence SSA fitting, whose robustness will benefit from higher frequency data sets. SIF retrievals
from TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI; Köhler et al., 2018), which has a daily revisit cycle,
may significantly improve the phenological characterization, although this study did not directly employ
TROPOMI SIF as its mission period is too short (data available since March 2018) to conduct similar phenol-
ogy analysis. This study did not attempt to separate trees and grasses to obtain their individual phenology
dynamics because SIF itself as well as GPP is an integrated measure contributed by all vegetation compo-
nents, with distinct morphology and function mixed within a pixel. Furthermore, the kilometer‐scale reso-
lution of SIF is not sufficient to accurately decouple the highly heterogeneous composition of woody and

Figure 3. The relationship of (a) ΔSOS and (b) ΔEOS between EVI and SIFOCO2_005 with bare soil fraction. Data sets in
Figure 2 were binned into bare soil fraction categories. The red squares and error bars represent the mean and standar-
d error of each bin. The red line shows the nonlinear fit for the mean of each bin using logistic functions. SIF = Solar‐
Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence; EVI = Enhanced Vegetation Index; SOS = start of growing season; EOS = end of
growing season.
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herbaceous species, a challenge similarly faced by MODIS VIs (Ma et al., 2013). On the other hand, the
unique features of SIF as an integrated proxy for GPP greatly simplify the needs to explicitly separate trees
and grasses.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that satellite SIF is capable of improving large‐scale mapping and characterization
of phenology dynamics of dryland ecosystems over traditional remote sensing of VIs, including EVI and
NIRv. The main advantage of SIF lies in that, in contrast to reflectance‐based VIs, it does not suffer from
contamination of background soil, and its total signal is contributed by different plant species in additive
way. This greatly alleviates the challenges for depicting phenology dynamics of dryland vegetation which
is highly heterogeneous with complex vegetation‐soil mosaic. While this study used the NATT as a test
bed, it should have global implications and could be extended to other dryland ecosystems. Future applica-
tions of satellite SIF in phenological studies will further benefit from the next generation of sensor deploy-
ment from missions with higher spatial and/or temporal resolutions such as TROPOMI or the upcoming
FLuorescence EXplorer.
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